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About KBR

• As the country’s national library, KBR collects all Belgian publications.
• We preserve, manage and study a rich cultural and historical heritage.
• KBR provides the public with access to information, facilitates research and offers a broad cultural experience.
History comes to life in the heart of Brussels
Brussels: a vibrant events location

Brussels is the number one corporate event destination in Europe. When you choose Brussels, you choose a vibrant city with a long history. Gastronomy, historical heritage, and local culture make our charming capital the perfect location for your event. With over 100 museums, Brussels is also indisputably the country’s ultimate cultural attraction.

The city is therefore very easy to reach, including from the airport. KBR is located near Brussels Central station.
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KBR and the transition to linked data (1)

• KBR has committed to keeping up with technological developments and introducing them into its workings in order to further improve the visibility and accessibility of its collections
  – KBR action plan
  – Digital Data Strategy - FAIR data
KBR and the transition to linked data (2)

• Implementation of RDA
• In order to adapt to the web, KBR is looking to the future and is in the process of transitioning, like other libraries around the world, to new conceptual models such as Bibframe
Linked data and international standards for cultural heritage conference, 13-14th September 2022

The slides of the presentations will very soon be published on our website

The presentations have been recorded; the videos will be available in early October via our website

Great opportunity for KBR

⇒ following the developments of Bibframe,
⇒ hosting international colleagues who are working on implementing Bibframe and rdf-models,
⇒ learning about their work and experiences and getting inspired,
⇒ is a great opportunity for KBR!
THANK YOU TO THE ORGANISERS!

SEE YOU NEXT YEAR!